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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
ACTION ALERT

JOSEPH FARAH (WND):
"Vote for Ted Cruz"
March 8, 2016 – It has come to the attention of the American Resistance Party that
Joseph Farah (Editor-in-Chief of World Net Daily (WND)) wrote on March 8, 2016 an
article titled, "VOTE FOR TED CRUZ - Exclusive: Joseph Farah endorses candidate
with the 'most Reaganesque vision'"
Read more at: http://www.wnd.com/2016/03/vote-for-ted-cruz/#g3sDAzm5Xr39ZCcT.99
And for several hours following this WND shocking and surprising endorsement (of an
ineligible GOP Candidate), there has been nervous chatter all over the internet. From
Facebook, to Free Republic and various email groups, there has been a backlash
against Farah and the WND for endorsing a non-Natural Born Citizen (an alien).
However, there is absolutely no discussion regarding the possibility that there can be
no legitimate election of any Constitutional officer. Since there is an illegal alien
(BHO) sitting in the executive office and signing all current legislation, then the U.S.
Constitution (contract between the states) is breached and void.
And if this illegal alien has appointed two of the members of the current U.S.
Supreme Court, then the Supreme Court is also unconstitutionally void.
And if this illegal alien is sitting in as Commander in Chief, then the military is
headless and null and void.
So if all three branches of our government are null and void, because there is no
legitimate POTUS then we are merely an occupied nation run by a de facto thugs.
A Mr. Arnie Rosner answered this WND matter by authoring an article titled: “Chasing
a ghost? Have we been played as suckers again? Sure seems that way.”
See: http://scannedretina.com...
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In this article Rosner says, “But looking back historically… Is this fact about “WND,” any
more ridiculous than a notion chased by a respected body of intelligent, mature, rational,
adults wasting their time chasing the ghost of legitimacy which has not existed since the
1860’s?”
And then Rosner continued, “And…my dear enlightened American Citizens, no legitimate
body representing the American people, of the Continental united States of America, has been
operating with the lawful delegated authority of the governed…the sovereign Americans,
since that time.”
The American Resistance Party concurs 100% with Rosner’s declarations.
But Mr. Rosner does not continue with the telling of the dilemma that we are in. He
fails to mention the 2nd great death of the U.S. Constitution in 1881 when the FIRST
illegal alien became the pretend-POTUS. This was when Chester Arthur, an alien from
Canada, born to a Canadian citizen became US Vice (p)Resident and then (p)Resident.
Constitutional proof of U.S. Citizenship was never offered by Arthur.
The 3rd great death of the U.S. Constitution was when
the 2nd illegal alien became the pretend (p)Resident of
the USA. This, of course, was Barry Soetoro (aka BHO).
Soetoro for many years acknowledged that he was born
in the alien country of KENYA (not Hawaii) and that his
father was NOT a U.S. Citizen (he was an alien from
Kenya). Soetoro also acknowledge that he was adopted
later by another foreigner from Indonesia. (See left)
So now after the U.S. Constitution has been foully
murdered and buried for dead multiple times… everyone seems to be happy to be
discussing the PRESIDENTIAL ELECTION 2016? How can we still have elections?
Yes, Farah seems to be a collaborator and ignorantly pays homage to an ex-Canadian
citizen and is happy to urinate on the U.S. Constitution, but what does it matter if
the Constitution is already dead and gone?
Edward C Noonan, Founder and National Committee Chairman of the American
Resistance Party brought a Ballot Challenge suit against Mr. Soetoro in 2012 (via
attorney Orly Taitz). The first STATEMENT OF FACTS of this action challenged:
“The case at hand is brought by a group of presidential candidates, electors and voters. This case
revolves around evidence, such as sworn affidavits of experts and law enforcement officials and
government records, that show that Barack Obama, aka Barry Soetoro, aka Barry Soebarkah, is a
citizen of Indonesia, listed in his official school records from Indonesia as a citizen of Indonesia, his
legal last name is listed as either Soetoro or Soebarkah, not Obama. And he is using a stolen
Connecticut Social Security number xxx-xx-4425 which failed both E-verify and SSNVS and was
shown not to be issued to Obama. Plaintiffs asserted that Obama committed fraud and fraudulently
asserted his identity, his U.S. citizenship and legitimacy for the U.S. Presidency…”
See: James Grinols, Edward Noonan, Thomas MacCleran, Robert Odden, Keith Judd, Orly Taitz
Appellants v. Electoral College, US Congress, Governor of California, Barack Obama Case# 13-16359
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Mr. Noonan says, “In each of the lower courts, my cases got "dismissed" when the judges
were too cowardly to actually RULE on the case, or when lawyers are cowardly (though
brilliant) and sly enough to use the system against itself by invoking things like "court does
not have jurisdiction", "claimant does not have standing", and a whole host of other loopholes.
Each such sham-defense against my ballot challenge violated my 1st Amendment rights.”
And he says, “But just because my cases got dismissed by corrupt and evil judges IS BY NO
MEANS proof that there is no MERIT to my cases.”
So once again, the U.S. Constitution gets urinated on - - this time by illegal alien Mr.
Rafael Edward Cruz (and Joseph Farah).
It is clear that Farah knows that Cruz is not
eligible under the U.S. Constitution. But
Farah also knows that the constitution has
not been in force for many years (at least
since 2009) when the current illegal alien
first squatted in the white house.

There can be no question that Farah knows that Cruz was born in an alien country to
an alien father. (See image: Cruz Certificate of Birth and the Cruz RENUNCIATION OF
CANADIAN CITIZENSHIP image above).
So, Mr. Farah! It is crystal clear that Rafael Edward Cruz became a U.S. Senator
unconstitutionally. He has never proved that he has complied with Article I:
“No Person shall be a Senator who shall not have attained to the Age of thirty Years, and been nine
Years a Citizen of the United States, and who shall not, when elected, be an Inhabitant of that
State for which he shall be chosen.”

Your Cruz was not qualified to be a US Senator… and he is not qualified to be POTUS!
###
If you’d like more information about this topic, or to schedule an interview with Mr. Edward C. Noonan, Founder and
National Committee Chairman: American Resistance Party, please call 530-777-3474 or email at:
ednoonan7@gmail.com Forward this email to 10 of your friends for a “free gift.” (bcc us for proof of your referral.)
Permission to reprint in whole or in part is gladly granted, provided full credit is given.
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